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Abstract
In Horrocks’ proof (Horrocks, European Journal of Combinatorics 20 (1999) 131–148) of
Lih’s conjecture about the Spernerity of 6lters in a Boolean algebra generated by 2-subsets,
there are 116 exceptional graphs to be checked case by case. The details of the analysis could
not be published in its entirety. In this paper we carry Horrocks’ method much further to reduce
the exceptional cases to a manageable number. A complete examination can thus be exhibited.
c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let P be a 6nite poset with a rank function r, i.e., r(x)= 0 if x is a minimal element
of P and r(y)= r(x)+1 if y covers x in P. Let Pn denote the set of all rank n elements
of P. An antichain in P is a subset of P such that any two elements of this subset
are incomparable with respect to the order. The poset P is said to have the Sperner
property if the maximum size of an antichain equals the maximum of the Whitney
numbers |Pn|. For any k¿1, a k-family is a subset of P that contains no chain of size
k +1. We say that P has the strong Sperner property if, for k¿1, the maximum size
of a k-family equals the sum of the k largest Whitney numbers.
Let Bn denote the poset consisting of all subsets of [n] = {1; 2; : : : ; n}, ordered by set
inclusion. Bn is called a Boolean algebra of order n. Let C be a collection of t-subset
of [n]. The %lter 〈C〉 generated by C is de6ned to be the set {S ⊆ [n] | x⊆ S for some
x∈C}. In [3] the following conjecture was made.
Conjecture. For all t; if the %lter 〈C〉 is generated by a non-empty collection C of
t-subsets; then 〈C〉 has the Sperner property.
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The case t=0 is the classical theorem obtained by Sperner in 1928. Lih [3] proved
the case for t=1. Zha [5] has constructed counterexamples for any t¿4 and n¿2t−1.
Horrocks [2] gave an aDrmative solution for the case t=2.
Horrocks 6rst transformed the problem into an equivalent form in terms of graphs.
Let G be a graph with the vertex set [n] and having at least one edge. Let PG denote
the collection of all subsets H ⊆ [n] such that the induced subgraph G[H ] contains at
least one edge. Then PG is a poset under the set inclusion order. There is a natural
one-to-one correspondence between 6lters in Bn generated by 2-subsets and posets PG
where the edges of the graph G are the 2-subsets in the generating set. The main result
of Horrocks [2] is the following.
Theorem 1.1 (Main Theorem). Let n¿2 be a positive integer. For every graph G on
n vertices having at least one edge; the poset PG has the Sperner property.
A previous result of Griggs [1] shows that a ranked poset P has the Sperner property
if and only if it is rank unimodal and there is a matching between every pair of adjacent
ranks of P. For a graph G of odd order, these conditions on PG have been veri6ed by
Zha. Therefore Horrocks’ contribution is to establish the Main Theorem for graphs of
even order.
For a graph G of order 2n, there is no a priori rule to know which of the ranks
(PG)n or (PG)n+1 is to be saturated by the matching. Horrocks’ method is to 6nd
an appropriate spanning subgraph H of G such that PH is Sperner and the matching
between the middle ranks of H can be extended to a matching between the middle
ranks of G.
After a sequence of some general results, Horrocks’ proof of the Main Theorem is
reduced to the checking of 116 exceptional graphs. The complete listing of all necessary
veri6cation could not be published in its entirety.
In this paper we carry Horrocks’ reduction method further to settle the cases for G
having exactly 8 non-isolated vertices, or exactly 9 non-isolated vertices, or exactly 10
vertices. Once these cases are settled, the number of exceptional graphs will be greatly
reduced. A complete examination of them can be exhibited.
2. Graphs having exactly 8 non-isolated vertices
In Section 9 of [2] Horrocks has proved that if G is a graph with at most 7 non-
isolated vertices then PG is Sperner. So, in this section, we will show that if G is a
graph with exactly 8 non-isolated vertices then PG is Sperner.
First, we will prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a graph with corresponding poset PG. If |V (G)|=8 and G has
no isolated vertex, then PG has the strong Sperner property.
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We de6ne S(i1; i2; : : : ; ij) as a graph which has j components, and the kth component
is a star of ik vertices. Because we do not care about the order of the components, we
arrange them in non-increasing order.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a graph of 8 vertices. If G has no isolated vertex; then G
must contain at least one of the following graphs:
S(2; 2; 2; 2); S(4; 2; 2); S(3; 3; 2); S(6; 2); S(5; 3); S(4; 4); and S(8):
Proof. We can easily see that a graph G of 8 vertices with no isolated vertex has
at least 4 edges. If G has exactly 4 edges, then it must be a S(2; 2; 2; 2) and it has
4 disjoint edges. Now, if G has exactly 5 edges, and does not contain S(2; 2; 2; 2)
i.e. G has 3 disjoint edges, then G must be one of these two graphs S(4; 2; 2), and
S(3; 3; 2). Next, if G has exactly 6 edges, and does not contain S(2; 2; 2; 2); S(4; 2; 2),
and S(3; 3; 2), i.e. G contains two disjoint edges, then G must be one of these three
graphs S(6; 2); S(5; 3), and S(4; 4). Similarly, if G has exactly 7 edges, and it does
not contain the above graphs, then G must be S(8). Now, if G has more than 7 edges,
then G must contain one of the above graphs.
The graph G is called starry if there is a vertex of G which is incident with
every edge except possibly one. We can see that S(6; 2) and S(8) both are starry, and
if we add some edges to these two graphs, they will contain other graphs included
in the previous lemma, or still be starry. By virtue of Section 8 of [2], we may
use these 6ve graphs S(2; 2; 2; 2); S(4; 2; 2); S(3; 3; 2); S(5; 3), and S(4; 4) to prove
Lemma 2.1.
Following Section 9 of [2], we can show PG is 2-Sperner, and k-Sperner for k¿4.
So we only need to show that PG is 3-Sperner to complete the proof of Lemma 2.1.
De$nition 2.3. Let G and G′ be graphs and v be a vertex, we have the following
notation:
• G+(v) is a graph with V (G+(v))=V (G)\{v} and E(G+(v))= {x\{v} | v∈ x; x∈
(PG)3},
• G ∨G′ denotes the join of the disjoint graphs G and G′.
Lemma 2.4. PG is 3-Sperner.
Proof. To show PG is 3-Sperner, we need to 6nd a matching from P6 to P3 or P3
to P6.
We may suppose that G has a pair of disjoint edges (1,2) and (4,5). We divide the
matching into three parts according to the elements in P6 in the following way: The
6rst part consists of the chains containing {1} in P6. We can use the standard chain
partition of B7 (in the order 2345678) from 5-subsets to 2-subsets (or 2-subsets to
5-subsets), except in these chains the 2-subsets correspond to the 2-independent sets
of G+(1). The second part consists of the chains containing {4; 5} but not {1} in P6.
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Table 1
Matchings, case (i)
We can use the standard chain partition of B5 (in the order 23678) from 4-subsets to
1-subsets (or 1-subsets to 4-subsets). The 6nal part consists of the chains containing
at most one of the elements {4; 5} but not {1} in P6, and the exceptions in the 6rst
part.
Case (i): G contains S(4; 2; 2).
Because |P3|=27¡ |P6 |=28, we will show that S(4; 2; 2) has a matching from P3
to P6.
We can easily see that S(4; 2; 2)+(1)=K3 ∨ S(2; 2), and the 2-independent sets of
S(4; 2; 2)+(1) are 46, 48, 56, 58 (writing xy for {x; y}).
After adding one edge to S(4; 2; 2), we can obtain four graphs G1; G2; G3 and G4.
We can use the same method to show that there is a matching from P6 to P3 for each
of the graphs. Table 1 exhibits chains in the third part. Now |P3|¿28 for G1; G2; G3
and G4. It is easy to see that if G contains one of these graphs, then PG has a matching
from P6 to P3.
Note that although 4 and 5 appear together in some sets in the chains, they are
disjoint from the chains in the second part.
Case (ii): G contains S(2; 2; 2; 2) to S(3; 3; 2).
We know that S(2; 2; 2; 2) is strong Sperner. Now we add one edge to S(2; 2; 2; 2) to
obtain G5. For both graphs G5 and S(3; 3; 2), |P6|=28= |P3|. We will show that G5 and
S(3; 3; 2) have matchings from P6 to P3. The 2-independent sets of S(3; 3; 2)+(1)=K2 ∨
S(3; 2) are 46; 47; 48; 56; 57; 58; 67, and the 2-independent sets of G+5 (1)=K2 ∨ S(2; 2; 1)
are 46; 47; 48; 56; 57; 58; 67; 78. We can use the chains in Table 1 and combine
Table 2to give the chains in the third part. So, if G contains G5 or S(3; 3; 2), then
PG has a matching from P6 to P3.
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Table 2
Matchings P6 to P3, case (ii)
Case (iii): G contains S(5; 3) or S(4; 4).
We can see that |P6|=27¡|P3| for S(5; 3) and S(4; 4). We will show that S(5; 3) and
S(4; 4) have a matching from P6 to P3. Now we add one edge to S(5; 3) and S(4; 4), we
can obtain only G6; G7; G8; G9, and G10 which has |P6|=28. We will show that these
graphs have matchings from P6 to P3. The 2-independent set of S(5; 3)+(1)=K4 ∨ S(3)
is 56, and the 2-independent sets S(4; 4)+(1)=K3 ∨ S(4) are 56; 58; 68. Here we use
the standard chain partition of B7 (in the order 2675438) from 5-subsets to 2-subsets
in the 6rst part. Table 3 exhibits the chains in the third part. So, if G contains one of
these above graphs, then PG has a matching from P6 to P3.
In order to apply Theorem 5:1 in [2] to complete this section, we need to show the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a graph of 8 vertices. If G has no isolated vertex; then PG+Z1
is strong Sperner.
De$nition 2.6. Let P and Q be ranked posets. We say that P and Q are compatible
if there exists an integer d such that, for all i and j, if Pi¡Pj then Qd−i¿Qd−j.
We will require the following theorems due to Proctor et al. [4].
Theorem 2.7. Let P and Q be strong Sperner rank-unimodal posets which are com-
patible. Then the product poset P×Q is rank unimodal and Sperner.
Theorem 2.8. A rank-unimodal poset P is k-Sperner if and only if P×Ck is Sperner;
where Ck denotes the chain of size k.
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Table 3
Matchings P6 to P3, case (iii)
Theorem 2.9. For any k; m¿1; Ck ×Cm is a Peck poset (strong Sperner; rank-
unimodal; and rank-symmetric poset).
Proof of Lemma 2.5. We can prove that they are k-Sperner for k¿5 similar to
Section 7 of [2]. Now, we will show that PG+Z1 is 2-Sperner, 3-Sperner and 4-Sperner.
To show PG+Z1 is k-Sperner is equivalent to show PG+Z1 ×Ck is Sperner (Theorem 2.8).
From Proposition 5:2 [2] we have PG+Z1 ∼= PG ×B1. We know (PG ×B1)×Ck =PG ×
(B1×Ck). From Theorem 2.9, B1×Ck is strong Sperner. Moreover, it is easy to see
PG and B1×C3 are compatible. So we can apply Theorem 2.7 to show that PG+Z1 is
3-Sperner. For k =4, if P6¿P3 and P7¿P2 then PG and B1×C4 are compatible, or
if P3¿P6 and P2¿P7 then PG and B1×C4 are compatible. For other cases, it must
be P3¿P6 and P7¿P2. (It is impossible that P6¿P3 and P2¿P7 for a graph with 8
vertices and without isolated vertex.)
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Now, if P7 + P66P3 + P2, we will show that there is a matching from (PG+Z1 )7 to
(PG+Z1 )3.
We denote the matching from Pj to Pi; j¿i by
Pj → Pjj−1 → Pjj−2 → · · · → Pji :
where P jk ⊆Pk; k = i; : : : ; j.
If there is a matching from P7 to P2 ∪ (P3\P63 ) then we can get the matching from the
following diagram. It is easy to see (PG+Z1 )i =Pi ∪ Pˆi−1, where Pˆi = {x∪{9} | x∈Pi}
and 9 is the isolated vertex in G + Z1.
For P7 +P6¿P3 +P2, we can similarly show that there is a matching from (PG+Z1 )3
to (PG+Z1 )7.
So, we can only show that there is a matching from P7 to P2 ∪ (P3\P63 ) or P2 ∪
(P3\P63 ) to P7.
Here we divide the matching into three parts in a similar way: The 6rst part consists
of the chains containing {1} in P7. We can use the standard chain partition of B7 (in
the order 2345678) from 6-subsets to 1-subsets (or 1-subsets to 6-subsets), except in
these chains the 1-subsets correspond to the vertices of V (G)\(N (1)∪ 1). The second
part consists of the chains containing {4; 5} but not {1} in P7. We can use the standard
chain partition of B5 (in the order 23678) from 5-subset to empty set (or empty set of
5-subset). The 6nal part consists of the chains that are the exceptions in the 6rst part.
For k =2, if P5¿P4 and P6¿P3 then PG and B1×C2 are compatible, or if P4¿P5
and P3¿P6 then PG and B1×C2 are compatible. For other cases, it must be P4¿P5
and P6¿P3. (It is impossible that P5¿P4 and P3¿P6 for a graph with 8 vertices and
without isolated vertex.)
Similarly, if P6 + P56P4 + P3 we will show that there is a matching from (PG+Z1 )6
to (PG+Z1 )4 by 6nding a matching from P6 to P3 ∪P4\P64 .
Case (i): G contains S(4; 2; 2).
For S(4; 2; 2), PS(4;2;2) and B1×C4 are compatible. Moreover, Table 1 exhibits chains
in the third part from P6 to P3 ∪P4\P64 . So PS(4;2;2;)+Z1 is strong Sperner. For G contains
G1; G2; G3 or G4, its corresponding poset is compatible with B1×C2. Now, for G1, it
has a matching from P2 ∪ (P3\P63 ) to P7. After adding one edge to G1 we get G11
and G12 which contain neither G2; G3, nor G4, and each has a matching from P7
to P2 ∪ (P3\P63 ). For G2; G3 and G4, each has a matching from P7 to P2 ∪ (P3\P63 ).
Table 4exhibits chains in the third part.
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Table 4
Matchings, case (i)
Case (ii): G contains S(2; 2; 2; 2) or S(3; 3; 2).
We know PS(2;2;2;2)+Z1 is strong Sperner. G contains G5 or S(3; 3; 2) and its corre-
sponding posets are compatible with B1×C2. For G5 and S(3; 3; 2), we can see that
their corresponding posets are compatible with B1×C4. Now, we add one edge to G5
and S(3; 3; 2), we get G13; G14; : : : ; G20. Each of these graphs has a matching from P7
to P2 ∪ (P3\P63 ). Table 5exhibits chains in the third part.
Case (iii): G contains S(5; 3) or S(4; 4).
G contains S(5; 3) or S(4; 4) and its corresponding poset is compatible with B1×C2.
And PG has a matching from P7 to P2 ∪ (P3\P63 ). In Table 6 we list chains in the third
part for S(5; 3) and S(4; 4). Here we use the standard chain partition of B7 (in the
order 2675438) from 6-subsets of 1-subsets in the 6rst part.
Now we can apply Theorem 5:1 in [2] to get the following lemma and complete
this section.
Lemma 2.10. Let G be a graph with exactly 8 non-isolated vertices then PG is
Sperner.
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Table 5
Matchings P7 to P2 ∪ (P3\P63 ), case (ii)
3. Graphs having exactly 10 vertices
In this section we will prove the following lemma.
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Table 6
Matching P7 to P2 ∪ (P3\P63 ), case (iii)
S(5; 3) and S(4; 4)
4: 1234678 → 234678 → 23467 → 2467 → 467
5: 1234568 → 234568 → 23468 → 2468 → 468
6: 1345678 → 345678 → 34678 → 3467 → 346 → 46
8: 1245678 → 245678 → 24678 → 2478 → 248 → 48
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a graph with corresponding poset PG. If |V (G)|=10, then PG
has the Sperner property.
Proof. In the previous section, we have shown that PG is Sperner if G has at most 8
non-isolated vertices. We can easily check that the corresponding posets of S(4; 2; 2)+
Z2, S(3; 3; 2) + Z2, S(5; 3) + Z2 and S(4; 4) + Z2 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4:1
in [2]. Now we know that, if G contains one of these above graphs, PG is Sperner. The
other case consists of the graphs containing S(2; 2; 2; 2). We know the corresponding
poset of S(2; 2; 2; 2) + Z2 is Sperner. Yet this poset does not satisfy the conditions of
Theorem 4:1 in [2]. Now we add one edge to S(2; 2; 2; 2) + Z2, to obtain G5 + Z2 or
S(3; 2; 2; 2) + Z1. G5 + Z2 satis6es the conditions of Theorem 4:1 in [2]. If we can
prove that S(3; 2; 2; 2) + Z1 satis6es the conditions, then we can apply Theorem 4:1
in [2] to establish the lemma. The only thing we need to check is PS(3;2;2;2)+Z1 be-
ing Sperner. It is equivalent to show that PS(3;2;2;2) is 2-Sperner. Because |P4|¿|P6| for
S(3; 2; 2; 2), we will show there is a matching from P6 to P4. Here we divide the match-
ing into three parts in a similar way: The 6rst part consists of the chains containing
{1} in P6. We can use the standard chain partition of B8 (in the order 2345678) from
5-subsets to 3-subsets, except in these chains 3-subset correspond to the 3-independent
set of S(3; 2; 2; 2)+(1). The second part consists of the chains containing {3; 4} but not
{1} in P6. We can use the standard chain partition of B6 (in the order 256789) from
4-subsets to 2-subsets. The 6nal part consists of the chains containing at most one
of the element {3; 4} but not {1} in P6, and the exceptions in the 6rst part. Table 7
exhibits chains in the third part.
4. Graphs having exactly 9 non-isolated vertices
Similar to Lemma 2.2, we can get the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a graph of 9 vertices. If G has no isolated vertex; then G must
contain at least one of the following graphs:
S(3; 2; 2; 2); S(5; 2; 2); S(4; 3; 2); S(7; 2); S(6; 3); S(5; 4); and S(9)
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Table 7
Matchings from P6 to P4
Again, by means of Section 8 of [2], we can use these 6ve graphs S(3; 2; 2; 2),
S(5; 2; 2), S(4; 3; 2), S(6; 3), and S(5; 4) to prove Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a graph with corresponding poset PG. If |V (G)|=9, then PG
has the strong Sperner property.
In the previous section we have shown that |V (G)|=10 is Sperner (i.e. PG is
2-Sperner in Lemma 4.2). That PG is k-Sperner for k¿5 can be shown similar to
Section 9 of [2]. Now, we only need to show that PG is 3-Sperner and 4-Sperner.
Lemma 4.3. PG is 3-Sperner and 4-Sperner.
Proof. To show PG is 3-Sperner and 4-Sperner, we only need to 6nd a matching
from P7 to P3 (or P3 to P7 and P7 to P4). Again, we use the method employed in
Lemma 2.4.
Case (i): G contains S(3; 2; 2; 2).
First, we have |P7|=36; |P4|=90 and |P3|=34 for (3; 2; 2; 2). So we will show
S(3; 2; 2; 2) has a matching from P3 to P7 and P7 to P4. The 2-independent sets of
S(3; 2; 2; 2)+(1)=K2 ∨ S(2; 2; 2) are 46, 47, 48, 49, 56, 57, 58, 59, 67, 69, 78, and 89.
Now, adding one edge to S(3; 2; 2; 2), we get G21, G22, G23 and G24. We see |P3|¿36
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Table 8
Matchings, case (i)
for each of these graphs. So we will show that these graphs have matchings from P7
to P3. Table 8 exhibits chains in the third part. Here, we can get that if G contains
S(3; 2; 2; 2), then PG is 3-Sperner and 4-Sperner.
Case (ii): G contains S(5; 2; 2) or S(4; 3; 2).
Because |P3|¿|P7|=36 for both graphs S(5; 2; 2) and S(4; 3; 2), we will show
PS(5;2;2) and PS(4;3;2) have matchings from P7 to P3. The 2-independent sets of
S(5; 2; 2)+(1)=K4 ∨ S(2; 2) are 46, 48, 56, and 58. We can use the corresponding
chains listed in Table 8 to get the matching. For S(4; 3; 2), the 2-independent sets of
S(4; 3; 2)+(1)=K3 ∨ S(3; 2) are 46, 47, 48, 56, 57, 58, and 67. Again we use the cor-
responding chains 46, 47, 48, 56 and 58 listed in Table 8 and the chains 57 and 67
listed in Table 9 to get the matching. So we know that, if G contains S(5; 2; 2) or
S(4; 3; 2), PG has a matching from P7 to P3.
Case (iii): G contains S(6; 3) or S(5; 4).
We can see that |P7|=35 and |P3|¿|P7| for S(6; 3) and S(5; 4). We will show that
PS(6;3) and PS(5;4) have a matching from P7 to P3. Now we add one edge to S(5; 3)
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Table 9
Matching P7 to P3, case (ii)
and S(4; 4), we get only G25; G26; : : : ; G30 that have |P7|=36. The 2-independent sets
of S(6; 3)+(1)=K5 ∨ S(3) is 56, and the 2-independent sets of S(5; 4)+(1)=K4 ∨ S(4)
are 56, 58, 68. Here we use the standard chain partition of B7 (in the order 26754389)
from 5-subsets to 2-subsets. Table 10 exhibits chains in the third part. So, if G contains
S(6; 3) or S(5; 4), then PG has a matching from P7 to P3.
Now we can apply Theorem 5:1 in [2] to get the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a graph with at most 9 non-isolated vertices. Then PG is
Sperner.
Now, following Section A:2 of [2] we will see which graphs in Lemma 4.1 are
pillars. The de6nition of a pillar was given in Section 10 of [2].
• S(3; 2; 2; 2)
The independent set generating function of S(3; 2; 2; 2) is
1 + 9x + 31x2 + 50x3 + 36x4 + 8x5:
The fact that S(3; 2; 2; 2) satis6es condition 1 of Theorem 4:1 in [2] is equivalent to
−14n3 + 210n2 − 796n+ 840¿0:
This inequality holds for 9¿n¿4.
To verify condition 2, we check directly for n=5; 6, and, for n¿7, we use the
inequality
154
(
2n− 11
n− 5
)
6
(
2n− 3
n− 1
)
to prove. Since the sum of the coeDcients in the independent set generating function
is 135, condition 2 is true for n¿5.
• S(5; 2; 2)
The independent set generating function of S(5; 2; 2) is
1 + 9x + 30x2 + 48x3 + 41x4 + 20x5 + 4x6:
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Table 10
Matching P7 to P3, case (iii)
The fact that S(5; 2; 2) satis6es condition 1 of Theorem 4:1 in [2] is equivalent to
−8n3 + 156n2 − 688n+ 840¿0:
This inequality holds for 13¿n¿4.
To verify condition 2, we check directly for n=5; 6. Since the sum of the coeDcients
in the independent set generating function is 153, condition 2 is true for n¿5.
• S(4; 3; 2)
The independent set generating function of S(5; 2; 2) is
1 + 9x + 30x2 + 46x3 + 34x4 + 13x5 + 2x6:
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The fact that S(3; 2; 2; 2) satis6es condition 1 of Theorem 4:1 in [2] is equivalent to
n3 + 117n2 − 658n+ 840¿0:
This inequality holds for n¿4.
To verify condition 2, we check directly for n=5; 6. Since the sum of the coeDcients
in the independent set generating function is 135, condition 2 is true for n¿5.
• S(6; 3)
The independent set generating function of S(6; 3) is
1 + 9x + 29x2 + 46x3 + 45x4 + 26x5 + 8x6 + x7:
The fact that S(6; 3) satis6es condition 1 of Theorem 4:1 in [2] is equivalent to
n3 + 87n2 − 568n+ 840¿0:
This inequality holds for n¿4.
To verify condition 2, we check directly for n=5; 6; 7, and, for n¿8, we can use
the inequality
171
(
2n− 11
n− 5
)
6
(
2n− 3
n− 1
)
to prove. Since the sum of the coeDcients in the independent set generating function
is 165, condition 2 is true for n¿5.
• S(5; 4)
The independent set generating function of S(6; 3) is
1 + 9x + 29x2 + 44x3 + 40x4 + 22x5 + 7x6 + x7:
The fact that S(6; 3) satis6es condition 1 of Theorem 4:1 in [2] is equivalent to
9n3 + 51n2 − 540n+ 840¿0:
the inequality holds for n¿4.
To verify condition 2, we check directly for n=5; 6. Since the sum of the coeDcients
in the independent set generating function is 153, condition 2 is true for n¿5.
We have thus established the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. S(4; 3; 2); S(6; 3); and S(5; 4) are pillars.
5. The exceptional graphs
Graphs having at most 9 non-isolated vertices have shown to be Sperner in the
previous section. So, in this section, we only consider graphs having at least 10 non-
isolated vertices.
Similar to Lemma 2.2 we can get the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.1. Let G be a graph of 10 vertices. If G has no isolated vertex; then G
must contain at least one of the following graphs:
S(2; 2; 2; 2; 2); S(4; 2; 2; 2); S(3; 3; 2; 2); S(6; 2; 2); S(5; 3; 2); S(4; 4; 2)
S(4; 3; 3); S(8; 2); S(7; 3); S(6; 4); S(5; 5) and S(9):
In the previous section we have shown that S(4; 3; 2); S(6; 3), and S(5; 4) are
pillars, moreover, S(9) and S(8; 2) are starry. So, we only consider these four graphs
S(2; 2; 2; 2; 2); S(4; 2; 2; 2); S(3; 3; 2; 2), and S(6; 2; 2).
First, we want to know which graph can satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4:1
in [2].
• S(2; 2; 2; 2; 2)
The independent set generating function of S(2; 2; 2; 2; 2) is
1 + 10x + 40x2 + 80x3 + 80x4 + 32x5:
The fact that S(2; 2; 2; 2; 2) satis6es condition 1 of Theorem 4:1 in [2] is equivalent
to
−29n4 + 864n3 − 6409n2 + 17334n− 15120¿0:
This inequality holds for 20¿n¿5.
To verify condition 2, we check directly for n=6; 7; 8, and, for n¿9, we use the
inequality
321
(
2n− 12
n− 6
)
¡
(
2n− 3
n− 1
)
to prove. Since the sum of the coeDcients in the independent set generating function
is 243, condition 2 is true for n¿6.
• S(4; 2; 2; 2)
The independent set generating function of S(4; 2; 2; 2) is
1 + 10x + 39x2 + 75x3 + 74x4 + 36x5 + 8x6:
The fact that S(4; 2; 2; 2) satis6es condition 1 of Theorem 4:1 in [2] is equivalent to
5n4 + 54n3 − 857n2 + 2982n− 3024¿0:
This inequality holds for n¿5.
To verify condition 2, we check directly for n=6; 7; 8. Since the sum of the co-
eDcients in the independent set generating function is 243, condition 2 is true for
n¿6.
• S(3; 3; 2; 2)
The independent set generating function of S(3; 3; 2; 2) is
1 + 10x + 39x2 + 74x3 + 69x4 + 28x5 + 4x6:
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The fact that S(3; 3; 2; 2) satis6es condition 1 of Theorem 4:1 in [2] is equivalent to
49n4 + 66n3 − 3781n2 + 14586n− 15120¿0:
This inequality holds for n¿5.
To verify condition 2, we check directly for n=6; 7; 8. Since the sum of the co-
eDcients in the independent set generating function is 225, condition 2 is true for
n¿6.
• S(6; 2; 2)
The independent set generating function of S(6; 2; 2) is
1 + 10x + 38x2 + 74x3 + 85x4 + 61x5 + 24x6 + 4x7:
The fact that S(6; 2; 2) satis6es condition 1 of Theorem 4:1 in [2] is equivalent to
7n4 + 306n3 − 3787n2 + 13554n− 15120¿0:
This inequality holds for n¿5.
To verify condition 2, we check directly for n=6; 7; 8. Since the sum of the coeD-
cients in the independent set-generating function is 297, condition 2 is true for n¿6.
From the above computation, only S(2; 2; 2; 2; 2) did not satisfy condition 1 of
Theorem 4:1 in [2]. Now we add one edge to S(2; 2; 2; 2; 2), we get three graphs
G31; S(3; 2; 2; 2; 2) and S(2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2). Horrocks in [2] has shown S(2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2) is
a pillar, now we will check that G31 and S(3; 2; 2; 2; 2) can satisfy the conditions of
Theorem 4:1 in [2]
• G31
The independent set generating function of G31 is
1 + 10x + 39x2 + 74x3 + 68x4 + 24x5:
The fact that G21 satis6es condition 1 of Theorem 4:1 in [2] is equivalent to
(2n− 9)(13n3 + 69n2 − 622n+ 840)¿0:
This inequality holds for n¿5.
To verify condition 2, we check directly for n=6; 7; 8. Since the sum of the co-
eDcients in the independent set generating function is 216, condition 2 is true for
n¿6
• S(3; 2; 2; 2; 2)
The independent set generating function of S(3; 2; 2; 2; 2) is
1 + 10x + 49x2 + 112x3 + 136x4 + 80x5 + 16x6:
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Table 11
Matching P8 to P3, case (i)
Table 12
Matching P8 to P3, case (ii)
The fact that S(3; 2; 2; 2; 2) satis6es condition 1 of Theorem 4:1 in [2] is equivalent
to
79n4 − 180n3 − 3193n2 + 14214n− 15120¿0:
This inequality holds for n¿5.
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Table 13
Matching P7 to P4, case (i)
For S(6; 2; 2) deleting (a); (b); (c) and (d).
2346789 → 234678 → 23678 → 2678
2346780 → 236780 → 26780 → 6780
(a) 2346790 → 234670 → 23670 → 2670
2346890 → 234680 → 23680 → 2680
(b) 2347890 → 234780 → 23780 → 2780
2356789 → 235678 → 23568 → 2368
2356780 → 356780 → 35680 → 3680
(c) 2356790 → 235670 → 23570 → 2570
2356890 → 235689 → 25689 → 5689
(d) 2357890 → 235780 → 35780 → 3780
2367890 → 236789 → 26789 → 6789
2467890 → 246789 → 24678 → 4678
2567890 → 256789 → 25678 → 2568
3467890 → 346789 → 34678 → 3678
3567890 → 356789 → 35678 → 3568
467: 1467890 → 467890 → 46789 → 4689
460: 1246780 → 246780 → 24670 → 4670
478: 1247890 → 247890 → 47890 → 4780
480: 1245680 → 245680 → 24680 → 4680
567: 1567890 → 567890 → 56789 → 5678
560: 1256780 → 256780 → 56780 → 5670
578: 1257890 → 257890 → 57890 → 5780
580: 1235680 → 235680 → 25680 → 5680
Table 14
Matching P7 to P4, case (ii)
For G31 using the elements listed in the bracket.
469: 1246790 → 246790 → 24690 → 4690 (2469)
479: 1245790 → 245790 → 24790 → 4790 (2479)
489: 1245890 → 245890 → 24890 → 4890 (2489)
569: 1256790 → 256790 → 26790 → 6790 (2679)
579: 1235790 → 235790 → 25790 → 5790 (2579)
589: 1235890 → 235890 → 25890 → 5890 (2589)
679: 1236790 → 236790 → 23790 → 3790 (2379)
789: 1237890 → 237890 → 27890 → 7890 (2789)
490: 1245690 → 245690 → 25690 → (2569)
590: 1235690 → 235690 → 23590 → (2359)
690: 1234690 → 234690 → 23690 → (2369)
890: 1234890 → 234890 → 23890 → (2389)
To verify condition 2, we check directly for n=6, and, for n¿7, we use the in-
equality
462
(
2n− 13
n− 6
)
¡
(
2n− 3
n− 1
)
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Table 15
Matching P2 ∪ (P3\P83 ) to P9
S(3; 3; 2; 2)
4: 124567890← 24567890← 2456789← 245678← 24568← 2468← 268← 68
5: 123567890← 23567890← 2356780← 235670← 23570← 2370← 270← 70
6: 123467890← 23467890← 2346790← 234690← 23490← 2390← 290← 90
7: 123457890← 23457890← 3457890← 345790← 34590← 3490← 390
S(6; 2; 2)
4: 124567890← 24567890← 2456789← 245678← 24568← 2468← 268← 68
5: 123567890← 23567890← 2356780← 235680← 23680← 2680← 680
G31
4: 124567890← 24567890← 2456789← 245678← 24568← 2468← 268← 68
5: 123567890← 23567890← 2356780← 235670← 23570← 2370← 270← 70
6: 123467890← 23467890← 2346790← 234679← 23479← 2379← 279
7: 123457890← 23457890← 2345790← 234590← 23490← 2390← 290← 29
to prove. Since the sum of the coeDcients in the independent set generating function
is 405, condition 2 is true for n¿6.
Now, we will show the corresponding posets of S(4; 2; 2; 2); S(3; 3; 2; 2); S(6; 2; 2)
and G31 are strong Sperner.
We can prove that they are k-Sperner for k =2; 4 and k¿6 similar to Section 9 of
[2]. Now, we only need to show they are 3-Sperner and 5-Sperner.
Lemma 5.2. PS(4;2;2;2); PS(3;3;2;2); PS(6;2;2); and PG31 are 5-Sperner.
Proof. To show PG is 5-Sperner, we only 6nd a matching from P8 to P3 (or P3 to P8).
Again, we use the method employed in Lemma 2.4 in this proof.
Case (i): S(4; 2; 2; 2) and S(6; 2; 2).
First, we have |P8|=456|P3| for S(3; 2; 2; 2) and S(6; 2; 2). We will show that
they have matchings from P8 to P3. The 2-independent sets of S(4; 2; 2; 2)+(1)=K3
∨ S(2; 2; 2) are 46; 47; 48; 40; 56; 57; 58; 50; 67; 60; 78, and 80. And the 2-independent
sets of S(6; 2; 2)+(1)=K5 ∨ S(2; 2) are 46; 48; 56, and 58. Table 11 exhibits chains in
the third part.
Case (ii): S(3; 3; 2; 2) and G31
Because |P3|¿|P8|=45 for S(3; 3; 2; 2) and G31, we will show both graphs have
matchings from P8 to P3. For S(3; 3; 2; 2), the 2-independent sets of S(3; 3; 2; 2)+(1)=
K2 ∨ S(3; 2; 2) are the sets in case (i) and 49; 59; 69; 79, and 89. And the 2-independent
sets of G+31(1)=K2 ∨ S(2; 2; 2; 1) are the sets in case (i) and 49; 59; 69; 79; 89, and 90.
We use the corresponding chains listed in Table 11 and the chains listed in Table 12
to give chains in the third part.
Lemma 5.3. PS(4;2;2;2); PS(3;3;2;2); PS(6;2;2) and PG31 are 3-Sperner.
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Table 16
Matching P3 to P9
Proof. To show PG is 3-Sperner, we only 6nd a matching from P7 to P4. Again, we
use the method employed in Lemma 3.1 in this proof.
Case (i): S(4; 2; 2; 2) and S(6; 2; 2).
We can see |P7|=120¡|P4| for S(4; 2; 2; 2) and |P7|=116¡|P4| for S(6; 2; 2). We
will show that they have matching from P7 to P4. The 3-independent sets of
S(4; 2; 2; 2)+(1)=K3 ∨ S(2; 2; 2) are 467; 460; 478; 480; 567; 560; 578, and 580. There is
no 3-independent set for S(6; 2; 2)+(1)=K5 ∨ S(2; 2). Table 13 exhibits chains in the
third part.
Case (ii): S(3; 3; 2; 2) and G31.
Because |P4|¿|P7|=120 for both graphs S(3; 3; 2; 2) and G31, we will show that
these two graphs have matchings from P7 to P4. For S(3; 3; 2; 2), the 3-independent
sets of S(3; 3; 2; 2)+(1)=K2 ∨ S(3; 2; 2) are the sets in case (i) and in Table 14. And
the 3-independent sets of G+31(1)=K2 ∨ S(2; 2; 2; 1) are the sets in case (i) and in
Table 14. We use the corresponding chains listed in Table 13 and the chains listed in
Table 14 to give the chains in the third part.
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Table 17
Matching P8 to P4
In order to apply Theorem 5:1 in [2], we need to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. If G is one of the following graphs S(4; 2; 2; 2) + Z1; S(3; 3; 2; 2) + Z1;
S(6; 2; 2) + Z1 and G31 + Z1; then PG is strong Sperner.
Proof. We can get k-Sperner for k =3; 5 and k¿7 similar to Section 9 of [2]. Now,
we only need to prove that they are 2-Sperner, 4-Sperner and 6-Sperner similar to
Lemma 2.5.
We can easily see that PS(4;2;2;2) is compatible with B1×Ck; k =2; 4; 6. And
S(3; 3; 2; 2); S(6; 2; 2), and G31 are compatible with B1×Ck; k =2; 4. Now, if we can
show that there is a matching from P2 ∪ (P3\P83 ) to P9 then it is 5-Sperner. Again, we
divide the matching into three parts, Table 15 exhibits chains in the third part.
Now, we can apply Theorem 5:2 in [2] and the previous computation to establish
the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.5. S(4; 2; 2; 2); S(3; 3; 2; 2); S(6; 2; 2) and G31 are pillars.
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Lemma 5.6. Let G be a graph with at least one edge. If |V (G)|640 then PG has
the Sperner property.
The 6nal graph is S(3; 2; 2; 2; 2).
Lemma 5.7. PS(3;2;2;2;2) is strong Sperner and therefore S(3; 2; 2; 2; 2) is a pillar.
Proof. We can prove that it is being k-Sperner for k =2; 3; 5 and k¿7 similar to
Section 9 of [2]. Now, we can show that they are 4-Sperner and 6-Sperner, similar to
Lemmas 2.4 and 3.1. Tables 16 and 17 exhibit chains in the third part. Here we use
diKerent labeling in these two matchings.
Finally we can give the proof of the Main Theorem.
Proof of the Main Theorem. We have shown that G with at most 9 non-isolated
vertices is Sperner. Assume that G has at least 10 non-isolated vertices. If G is not
S(2; 2; 2; 2; 2), then it must contain one of the pillars listed in Lemmas 4.5, 5.5 and 5.7.
Therefore we can apply Theorem 4:1 in [2] to complete the proof.
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